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Diagonalization of matrices over H°° 
BÉLA SZ.-NAGY 
Homage to the memory of F. Riesz (1880—1956) 
By H°° we mean the Banach algebra of bounded holomorphic functions u(X) 
on the disc |A|-=1, with the sup-norm ||m||„,. For the relevant fundamental notions 
and facts (inner functions and their canonical representation, inner factor of a non-
zero u£H°°, largest common inner divisor [\ua, and least common inner multiple a 
\J u,j (if it exists), of a family {ua} of inner functions, etc.) we refer e.g. to [4], Chapter 
a 
III. It is convenient to define /\ va for any family {v„} of elements of H°°: this is the a 
largest common inner divisor of the vx whenever not all vx are zero, and 0 otherwise, 
Note that the operations A, V are defined up to constant factors of modulus 1. 
Matrices over H°° naturally occur in the theory of unitary equivalence, similarity, 
or quasi-similarity models of certain types of operators on Hilbert space, as made 
clear e.g. by the investigations of SZ.-NAGY—FOIA§ [4], [5], [7]. It was in particular 
the paper [5] first establishing a Jordan model theory for operators of class C0 which 
pointed out the need for a diagonalization theory of matrices over H°°. This task 
was achieved, for finite rectangular matrices over H°°, by NORDGREN [3]. The clas-
sical equivalence theory cannot be applied here since the algebra H°° does not possess 
all properties required. However, by introducing a convenient generalization of the 
notion of equivalence for matrices, called quasi-equivalence, Nordgren was able 
to extend the classical results to this case. Szűcs [10] gave an analysis of the abstract 
algebraic background of Nordgren's theory. 
The results of [3] were applied in [1], [2], [8] to obtain Jordan models for some 
classes of operators on Hilbert space, namely to contractions T with finite defect 
indices and of class C0 (i.e. such that T*"->-0). 
The aim of the present paper is to extend the Nordgren diagonalization theory. 
The key to this extension is the Main Lemma (Sec.2) which establishes a remarkable 
property of H°°. It can be applied to solve the diagonalization problem for finite 
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and semi-finite matrices over 1-1°° as well, and also to get some insight into the case 
of (doubly) infinite matrices (Sec.3). The full solution of the problem of infinite 
matrices would, however, require further study because of the convergence difficulties 
which there arise. 
The concluding Sec. 4 indicates how the matrix diagonalization results can be 
applied to obtain a Jordan model of operators C.0 with at least one finite defect 
index, thus generalizing the results of [8] and [2]. 
1. Preliminaries 
For convenience of reference we begin with some more or less known lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. Let co be an inner function and let pa, qa(a£A) be inner divisors of co 
such that pa'qa=(0 for each a£A. Then, 
hPc-Vla = co. 
a a 
Poof . qv =Vqa is divisible by each qa; hence there exist inner functions va such a 
that pa=cova. Since qv is a divisor of co, we have px = (co/qy)- va for all a. Then 
co/qy is a divisor of pk =f\pa also. Therefore, we have a 
co/pA | qv. 
On the other hand, we have co/pK =(oj/pp) {pp!Pk)=qp • (pplpk \ and hence 
qp | (colph) for every ft£A, and therefore, 
qv\co/p\ 
The two relations yield the result we wished to prove. 
Coro l l a ry . Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1 we have 
V la = co if and only if f\pa = 1. a a 
Lemma 2. (M. SHERMAN, cf. [6]) Let and let co be an inner function. 
Then for every complex number t, with the exception of at most countable many values, 
we have 
coA(A+tf) = cohfxhfi. 
Proo f . Let gi,g2<zH°° be any pair linearly equivalent (with constant coefficients) 
to the pa i r / x , / 2 . Then giAg2=/iA/2 , and hence 
(1.1) coAglAgi = coA/xA/a. 
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Applying Lemma 1 to the inner function co and to its inner divisors pa=cof\ga and 
q<,=a>IPz(a=1> 2) we get, taking account of (1.1), 
. , _ co co co , . 
9lV9> ~ IhAlh ~ coAglAg> ~ coAAAA 
By the corollary of Lemma 1, applied with this i2 in place of co, we obtain that 
Q/q^Q/qz = 1. 
Consider now the one parameter family of functions h ^ f + t f z . For t x^t% 
the pair h,t, h^ is linearly equivalent to the pair fti,fh. Hence, the family of functions 
Q — t t = r (t complex parameter) 
I cohht coA/xA/a 
consists of pairwise prime inner divisors of Q. 
Now, it follows from the canonical representation of the inner function Q 
(by its zeros in the unit disc and the corresponding singular measure on the unit 
circle) that no family of pairwise prime inner divisors of Q can contain more than 
countably many non-constant elements. Thus, for all values of the parameter t, 
with the possible exception of a countable set of values, we have 
co Ah, = fl)A/iA/a. 
This concludes the proof. 
Lemma 3. Let J* be a family of inner functions such that 
(i) Mx, m2 (J J imply UxMu^J, 
(ii) inf |t/(A0)|=»0 for some point Xa, | /U<1. «S > 
Then mv = V u exists and every sequence u„ minimizing |w(A0)| has a subsequence con-
verging to u* in the unit disc |A|< 1. 
For a proof, based on the Vitali—Montel theorem, cf. [6] or [7], Lemma 1. 
2. Main Lemma 
The following lemma on functions in H°° is related to a theorem on Hilbert 
space operators, proved in [7] (Theorem 1). We present here a direct proof, using 
elements of the proof of the operator theoretic theorem in [7]. (Although we shall 
only use in this paper the case when «¡=00 for all i, the general case is considered 
in view of possible further applications.) 
MAIN LEMMA. Let fik£H°°, H / J L ^ A F (/, / c = l , 2 , . . . ) , and let coi (i= 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
be inner functions. Suppose that 
(2.1) ootAfaAfi2A...= l (i =1,2,...). 
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Then there exists a numerical sequence (x2, xa,...), with as small as we wish, 
such that 
(2.2) coiA(fll+Xzflz+x9fls + ...) = 1 (/ = 1, 2,...). 
P r o o f , a) Consider the linear transformations 
rt: I1 — H°° (/ = 1 ,2 , . . . ) 
defined for x2,...) g/1 by 
00 
rix ~ 2 xkflkl 1 
clearly, ||/-,x|L=§M ||x||a. Denote by 7?, the range of r, in 
Condition (2.1) is obviously equivalent to 
A (co,Ag) = 1 (/ = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
and this in its turn is equivalent, by the corollary of Lemma 1, to 
(2.3) V ~ mi ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . gZR, 
Choose a point A0, |A0|<1, different from the zeros of the functions coj, co2,... j 
thus 
(2.4) k(A 0) | = ^ > 0; 
and define 
-a«) ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . cotAg 
Clearly, vi^\œt(X0)\=iJ.i; thus the family of functions 
satisfies condition (ii) in Lemma 3. It also satisfies condition (i). For, if g i , g 2 ^ t 
then by linearity of I1 and rt we have gx+tg2 € R{ for all values of the complex para-
meter t. Now, by Lemma 2 we have cot A Q*x4-tg2)=(coiAg1)A Ag2) for all t with 
the possible exception of countable many, and for a non-exceptional value of t we 
have by Lemma 1 
«¡Agi oj,Ag2 coiA(g1+tg2) ' 
thus condition (i) holds true for each J^-. 
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Fix i and consider a sequence {g„} minimizing in (2.5); by virtue of Lemma 3 we 




<0Agn gÇR, 0);Ag 
By Lemma 1 and by (2.3), this limit equals 
1, as n 
Thus we have, in particular, 
°>il A («¡Ag), i.e. cot. giRi 
(2.7) V; = lim 
CO 
«¡A g„ 
= [a>É(A0)| = Mi for all i. 
b) Next we assert that the infimum v( in (2.5) is attained for every value of /'. 
Moreover, we assert that there exists an x=(x1, x2, independent of i, such 
that, for every i, the infimum v; is attained for gi=rix, that is, 
co, V, = Hi = H(A„)|, K®iA'',x)(A0)[ = 1 (i = 1, 2, ...)• cOiAriX 
By the maximum principle this implies miArlx=l, i.e. 
(2.8) ffllA(*i/tt+x,/a+...) = 1 (i = 1, 2,...). 
To prove our assertion suppose the contrary, i.e., that for every xdl 1 we have 
co, 
tto) № coiAriX 
for at least one subscript i, or equivaleiltly, that 11 is the union of the subsets 
CO; = jx : xÇ.11, •a0) j = 1, 2,...). coiAriX 
Let us show that each of these subsets is closed. 
To this effect consider a sequence of vectors x„€<r(/ (/, j fixed), converging in / l 
to a limit x; then 
g„ = rtx„, g = r^ satisfy | |g„-£| |~ S ||r,|| | |*„-*|U -*• 0 ( « - > = ) 
and therefore we have, in particular, 
(2.9) g„ g pointwise in |A| < 1. 
Passing, if necessary, to a subsequence we can also assume, by virtue of the Vitali— 
Montel theorem, that 
(2.10) 
cot 8„ 
cOiAg,, ' cOiAg„ 
q pointwise for |A| < 1 as n ->- œ, 
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where p and q are analytic for |A|<1; clearly | | / ; |L^1 and HglL^M-sup ||xjli. 
Note that, in particular, 
(2.11) bUo)! - lim 
co, 
From (2.9) and (2.10) we infer 
e>t „ „„ „ 8„ 
(otAg„ a « ) 
cotq pointwise, as n -* co,Ag„b" ~'cotAgu 
and hence, pg=coiq, p°g0=cotq°, where the superscript0 indicates inner factor. 
co, 
It follows that — is an inner divisor of p°, and hence 
coiAg 
(2.12) CO: 
coiAg ^ l / U ) l S \p(A0)|, 
because the outer factor p'=plp° has the same norm || • | |„ a s p , thus \p\X)\^\ for 
|A|<1. From (2.11) and (2.12) we infer that x£atj: atJ is closed. 
Thus I1 is the union of the closed subsets atj (i,j—1,2,...). By virtue of the 
Baire category theorem, at least one of the sets a u must contain a ball 
86 = {x\ x0|| < (>} in 1\ 
that is, there exist a subscript i and a number /<• greater than n t , such that 
(2.13) 
co 
coAg t w 
S n't for all g£rt8S. 
On the other hand, on account of the equality Vj=/i; we have v t<n' t , and there-
fore there exists yd I1 such that 
(2.14) 
COi 
(OiAh (A0) /4 for h = rty. 
Set f0=riX0 and apply Lemma 2 to obtain that there exists t, 0-=i<<?/|| such that 
(2 15) ^ = K ' cotA(f0+th) 0){A/0 coM ' 
As we have f0+th=ri(x0+ty)£ri£9, the function at the left hand side of (2.15) has, 
by (2.13), absolute value The function at the right hand side of (2.15), being 
co, 
an inner multiple of the function , is majorized m absolute value by the latter 
cOfA/i 
function everywhere in the unit disc; thus by (2.14) the function at the right hand 
side of (2.15) has at the point A0 absolute value . 
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So we have arrived at a contradiction. This proves our assertion stated at the 
-beginning of part b) of the proof, namely that there exists an x G 1 satisfying (2.8). 
c) In the last step of our proof we shall again refer to the (Sherman) Lemma 2. 
Let x = (xu x2, be any vector for which (2.8) holds, i.e. such that 
iOiK(Pi = 1 for <pt = x1fn+x2fia+... (i- 1,2,. . .) . 
Then by Lemma 2 we also have 
coiKVi+tfn) = (OiAcptAfn = 1 A/ t t = 1 ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ) 
for all values of the complex parameter t, with the possible exception of countably 
many values. Given £>0, if we choose t not exceptional for any /, and moreover diffe-
rent from —xx and sufficiently large, we will have 
coiA(fii+4ft2+x'3fis+...) = 1 (/=1,2,...), 
oo 
with x'k=xk/(x1 +t) and 2 \xk I 8-
2 
This completes the proof of the Main Lemma. 
When referring to the Main Lemma we shall mean its following direct corollary: 
Let aik be a (finite, semi-finite, or infinite) rectangular matrix over H°°, with' 
Wa^W^M, and let a> be an inner function. Then there exists a numerical sequence 
{x2,x3, ...), with 2\xk\ <*s small as we wish, such that, for every value of i, 'we have 
aa+x2ai2+x3ai3-(-...= hr (aaAai2Aai3A...), 
where h£H°°, /jjAco = l. 
3. Quasi-equivalence and diagonalization of matrices over H°° 
1. Let JZ(ji, m) ( I s 1 — 777=°°) be the set of nXm matrices A = [alk] over. 
H°°, for which 
(3.1) 2 \2 MX)|2 s M*2 l^l2 (M ^ o) 
¡ f t ft 
holds for |A|<1 and for any square-summable sequence of complex numbers i.e. 
whose values A(X) (|A|<1) are operators from (complex euclidean) m-space Em into-
«-space E„, bounded by the constant M, 
IMII~ = SUP MWII s M. 
I A|<1 
By ^V(n) (1 we denote the set of matrices X=X(X) in Ji(n, ri) for which 
X(X)~x exists (|A|<1) and also belongs to Ji(n, n). 
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Finally, for a given inner function co we denote by J^it i) the set of matrices 
X£Jt(n, ri) which have a scalar multiple cp prime to co, that is, for which there exists 
Xa^Ji(n, n) such that 
XaX = XX" = cp • /„, cp ^ 0, cpAco = 1 
{/„ is the unit matrix of order n). 
It is clear that and that a finite product of elements of n) 
.also belongs to 
Let A, B^Ji{n, m). We call A, B equivalent if there exist matrices 
Y£JV(m) such that 
(3.2) XA = BY, 
and we call them co-equivalent if there exist X£jV0>(n), Y£jVm{m) satisfying (3.2). 
Equivalence implies co-equivalence, but not conversely. Both are symmetric. 
This is obvious for equivalence, while for co-equivalence it can be shown as follows: 
If XaX=XXa=cp'I„, YaY= YYa=\l/-Iv„ cpAco = l, i//Aco = l, then (3.2) implies: 
A • cpY" = cpAY" = XaXAY" = X"BYYa = XaB\\ilm = ^Xtt • B, 
•where (pYa£jV0)(m) and \j/Xa£jVm(ri) because 
cpY" • Y — cpxl/Im = Y• cpY", cpi/zAco = 1, 
.and similarly for [¡/X". — Clearly, both kinds of equivalence are transitive. 
In case A, B are co-equivalent for every inner co, they are called quasi-equivalent. 
These concepts were introduced by NORDGREN [3]; see also Szűcs [10]. 
"Determinant divisors" % and "invariant factors" Sk of a matrix A Q_Ji{n, m) 
.are defined, for all (finite) integers k, 1 ^ /c^min {n, m}, as in the classical case, 
namely: 
2k= A del A°'\ where A(k) runs over the set of all square submatrices of A of 
order k (thus S>k—0 iff all these submatrices have determinant 0, and 3>k=0 implies 
0*+i=O); 
S k = w i t h the conventions and S k = 0 if ^ _ x = 0 . 
L e m m a 4. If A, B£Jt(n, m) are co-equivalent, then 
<3.3) %{A)\uk@k(B), ®k(B)\flk%(A) (* = 1,2,. . .) , 
where ak, ftk are inner functions prime to co. If A, B are even quasi-equivalent, then 
<3.4) ®k(A) = 3k(B) (k = 1,2,. . .) . 
P r o o f . Suppose ! ( / „ ( « ) and Y£J^(m) satisfy (3.2). If cp and \j/ are their 
•corresponding scalar multiples, prime to co, then we deduce from (3.2) that 
<3.5) XaBY = cp'A, XAY" = \I/-B. 
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As the Cauchy—Binet multiplication rule for minors extends to the present case, 
we get from (3.5), first, that %(A)=0 iff %(B)=0. Next, if %(A) and 3>k(B) are 
non-zero, and therefore inner functions, we deduce that 
(3.6) %{B)\<pk%(A) and % ( A ) \ r % ( B ) , » 
and we have only to observe that cpk and ij/k are also prime to co. 
If A, B are quasi-equivalent and if for fixed k such that @>k(A) and S)k(B) are 
non-zero we choose co=@k(A) %(B), then cpk and i/^ are prime to S>k(A) and 8>k{B), 
so that (3.6) implies 2>k(B)\<3k(A) and %(A)\2>k(B), i.e. (3.4). 
2. For later use we introduce the following notations: 
Let u = {0, t/x, u2, ...) be a sequence of length n (finite or infinite) of functions 
in H°° satisfying 
I N I - = sup ( 2 k W < ~ UHl k 
and let C(u) and R(u) respectively denote the square matrices whose first column 
or the first row is given by this sequence and all other entries are 0. These matrices 
obviously belong to Ji{n,nt), with | |C(M)||00=||I?(M)||00 = ||W||„; moreover the matrices 
I±C(u), I± R(u) belong to jV(n) because 
(/± C(u))(l^ C(uj) = / , (l±R(uj)(l+R(uj) = I. 
Every diagonal (square) matrix D=diag (wx, w2, •••) of order n whose diagonal 
entries are inner functions and have a common inner multiple w, belongs to Jfm(«) 
for every co such that wAco = l; indeed, 
|ID||oo = 1 and DaD = DD" = wl, where Da = diag — , — , . . . . iH'i H>2 J 
Finally, observe that if A0,A1 are co-equivalent to A'N A[, then A=A0®A1 is 
co-equivalent to A' =A'0@A'1. Indeed, if X0, Y0 and Xlt Fi are operators for Aq, A0 
and AN A[, with the respective scalar multiples (p0, i//0, and (p1, i//1; prime to co, then 
X Y= r0ffi Yx will correspond to the pair A, A', and setting 
Z" = cp^^cp.Xl Y" = 'K Y? 
we see that X, Y have the scalar multiples cp0 • cplt and i//0 • i/^, respectively, which are 
also prime to co. 
3. We are now able to prove: 
Here we use the fact that if {«J is a system of inner functions and / is a function in L°° such 
that / » « € # " for all a then /•f\u«Ç.H°°; cf. Proposition III. 1. 5 in [4]. This fact implies, namely, 
ce 
that if w is inner, if » is in H", and if wl»«« for all a, then w|(y-A««) (set f=wv). 
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Theorem 1. Let A—[atl\€Ji(n, m), 1 Sw® °o, l g m g » , and let r be an integer, 
1 ^/'s=min {n, m}. Then, for any given inner function (0, A is co-equivalent to a matrix 
of the form 
d i a g [ 4 1 
where Ar£ Ji{n'r, mr) (r+nr—n,r+mr—m), and we have 
Proof . The case A~0 being trivial we can assume A^O so that $>x(A) is an 
inner function. From (3.1) it follows, in particular, that | |%|L^|MIL (~M). 
Denote by cor the product of the given inner function co by the non-zero (and 
hence, inner) terms of the sequence 3>X{A), ..., % (A). Then any h£H°° prime to cor 
is prime to co as well as to each of these determinant divisors of A. 
By virtue of the Main Lemma there exists a numerical sequence (x1,x2,...) 
m 
of length m, with Xj—1 and 2 ! I*tl a s small as we wish, such that 
2 
III III 
(3.7) (a; =) Zxkalk = hr aik, h£H~>, htA(or = 1 (i = 1, 2,. . . ,«). fc =1 k=l 
Then 
2 = 2\ 2 xkaik S =s Mn i I k k 
for some M' (as close to M as we wish) and for all X, |A|<1. Hence, 
Appling the Main Lemma again we can choose a numerical sequence ( j i , y2, •••) 
m 
of length n, with y t = 1 and 2 ! bil as small as we wish, such that 
2 
2 yi"i = ti-"k "i, h'£H°°, h'Acor = 1. ¡=i ¡=i 
Observe that there is an inner function h" such that h"Aa>r= 1 and 
A «« = A fa • A aik) = h " ' K aik- 2) i I k i,k 
We have, therefore, 
(3.8) 2 yiai = where h = h'h", hAcor = 1. 
2) Set bi=halk and b=hb,: then b=S)1(A) and /\(b,/b)=l. We have k i I 
A a, = A (h,b,) = ( a ^ y j j - 6 = h"-b. 
Since hi/ \(o r= 1, we have 
h"!\(oy = A ([^^-jA^j = A^yA®, 
The author is indepted to Prof. T. ANDO for this proof and also for some other useful re-
marks he has made when reading the manuscript. 
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Form the matrices Cm (x) and R„ (y) associated with the sequences x= 
= (0,x2 ,x3 , ...) and y=(0, y2, Уз, ...) according to Subsection 2. From (3,7) and 
(3.8) we deduce that the matrix 
(3-9) A' = [<4] = (ln+Rn(y))A{lm+Cm{x)) 
has the leading entry an=h-^(A), while dik~aik for i, As I+R„ and I+Cm 
are invertible, A is equivalent to A', and therefore, by Lemma 4, 
3)k(A) = 3>k(A') for every k, 
in particular 3}X{A)\A'. 
Now, we set 
(A) a'12 als ..."I 
a21 ha22 ha32 • 
a3i ha32 ha33 . 
and observe that 
^ ' •d iag( l , h, h, ...)„, = diag(h, 1, 1, •••)„• A"; 
as a consequence, A' is со,.-equivalent to A". 
Next, form the matrices Cn (u) and Rm (v) associated with the sequences u= 
= (0, u2, us, ...) and v=(0, v2, v3, ...), where ui=da]Q1(A) and v ^ a J S l ^ A ) . 
Because 3>X{A) is an inner function, we have ||t/|L = |l«.ilL and |MU = |K.IL> where 
йд = (0, a21, a'31,...) and ¡^ =(0, a'i3,...). Hence, the matrices I„—C„(u) and 
Im—Rm(v) belong to Ж(п) and jV(m), respectively, so that A" is equivalent to 
A"' = (l„—C„(u)A"(lm—Rm(v)). 
This matrix has the form 
where A1^Ji{n1, mx) (« = 1 + , m = l Note that (A), which divides A', also 
divides A" (see the explicit form of A") and therefore will divide A'" as well. We 
conclude that A is a>r-equivalent to diag [^(A), Аг], and 2$1(А)\А1. 
Now apply the same argument to A1 in place of A, and continue this procedure 
r times. Recalling the last remark in Subsection 2 we conclude that A is со,-equivalent 
to a matrix of the form 
(3.10) A(0 = diag(51( S2,..., Sr, Ar), 
where Ar£Jt(nr, mr) (r+nr=n, r-\-m,, = m), and 
(3.11) ¿i | ¿21 ••• I<5,1 Ar, each 5k inner or zero. 
The concluding arguments are essentially the same as in [3], p.308. By (3.6), 
cor-equivalence of A and A0) implies 
%(A) | (Pk • %(A(ni %(AV) | фк • %(A), cpk, фк prime to со,.. 
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Since cpk is then prime to %(A) for k—\,..., r, we infer \{A)\@k(A(r)), and hence 
@k(Air))=ak-@k(A) with ak inner, / c -1 r. Thus ak • 3)k(A) \ \//k • @k(A), and there-
fore, c.k\>j/k whenever @k(A)-/-0, 
Let j denote the largest among the integers k~ 1 , 2 , r for which %(A) is 
non-zero. Then we have for k~ 1, ...,j: 
(3.12) S>k(A^) = ak-S>k(A), ak inner, akAo)r - 1, 
and hence, 
ak-l • %-l(A) I • @k(A), with «0=1-
Now, ak_1 is prime to S>k(A) so we infer ak-x\ak, i.e. ock/ak_1 is inner. From (3.12) we 
have 
(3.13) Sk(AU) = (aJak_J#k(A) (k = 1, ...,/)• 
On the other hand, it readily follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that #k(A(r))=Sk 
(k = 1, . . . , r), and therefore, by (3.13) and (3.11), 
(3.14) (ak/ak-i)#k(A) \ (ock+1/ak)#k+l(A) (k = 1, ...J- 1). 
Since ak+1 is prime to cor, c/.k+Jak is prime to $k(A). Therefore, (3.14) implies 
Sk(A)\Sk.,M) 
for k—1, ...J— 1 (and then for all k). 
Finally, combining (3.10) and (3.14) we see that 
AO = Z-diag •••, Ar], 
where Z=diag [aja.0, ..., a j /a J - 1 , 1, 1,...] (« terms); note that Z has <Xj as a 
scalar multiple, ajAcor = l. Also note that {aJaj^^S^A) = ¿>j(A(r)) = d} | Ar, and 
hence &k(A)\Ar for k — \,..., r. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. Consider now the case of A£Jt(n,m), where at least one of n, m is finite; 
it is no restriction of generality to suppose that m is finite and 
Applying Theorem 1 with r=m we obtain that A is co-equivalent to the diagonal 
nXm matrix formed from the invariant factors of A. Now, this matrix does not 
depend on the choice of co. Therefore, we have: 
Theorem 2. Every matrix AdJi(fi,m), with m finite and with is 
quasi-equivalent to the diagonal nXm matrix 
diag[SX{A\ ..., Sm(A)], 
and we have #1(A)\S'2(A)\...\#m(A). 
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4. Jordan models of operators of class C,0 
1. Let A, B be nXm matrix valued inner functions over H°°,3) with m finite and' 
n possibly infinite, and suppose A, B are quasi-equivalent. The condition 
for A, B to be inner implies that all determinant divisors are non-zero; in particular,, 
a) = 9m(A) = %{B) 
is a (scalar valued) inner function. 
Choose <P, <I>"£Ji(n, /i) and W, YaeJ?(m, m) such that 
(4.1) <PA = BT, <2>"<2> = $4>a = (pl„, WW = i p m , <p, $ prime to co. 
Let S(A), S(B) be the operators defined on the Hilbert spaces $>(A)=HflQAHfn, 
U B ^ H l Q B H l * by 
S(A)u = P%<a)(xu) for u€!o(A), S(B)u = Pm(xu) for « € $ ( 5 ) , 
and set 
(4.2) Xu 
Then the operator X: $ (A) (B) satisfies 
(4.3) S(B)X= XS(A), 
and is injective. These facts follow by the same arguments as in [8], Sec. 2, by giving-
the role of i / A and det W 
to W and i[/, respectively. 
Using the relation <PA—B¥ we get 
(4.4) XUA) = Pm <P%(A) = Pm) 4>Hl 
Since <PH?lz>4»PaH?=(pH?l, (4.4) implies (4.5) X§> (A) z> P$(b) (<pH%). 
Set now co1=a>-(p°, <p° being the inner factor of cp, and choose etc..,, 
correspondingly. So we get X1 such that 
(4.5^ X1UA)z>P^B)((p1H^). 
As (px is prime to cp, by Beurling's theorem cpH^ and (piHf, together span H\. A s a 
result, the ranges of X and X1 together span §>(B). 
2. In some special cases (but not always, cfi [8], Sec. 3) we can choose X such 
that its range alone spans $ ( 5 ) ; i.e. that if be a quasi-affinity. Such is the case if 
n=m(<oo), or more generally, if l ^ j ^ J , where B1 is a square matrix of order m, 
and 0 is the lXm zero matrix, where 
n = m +1, O g / ^ » . 
a) That is, A and B are isometry valued a. e. on the unit circle. 
4) H%=H*(E„) is the Hardy—Hilbert space of E„-vector valued analytic functions in the unit 
disc; and 
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For I finite, cf. [2]. The following generalization of the proof given in [2] applies to 
I infinite as well. 
Choose <I>, lF to satisfy (4.1) with <o=3)m(JS)—det B1 and partition the matrices 
$ and <I>" in the form 
<P = K !'", <I>" = I f t 11 VyV ml 
(4.6) 
H 
Equations (4.1) are equivalent to the following ones: 
« M ^ i P , $2A = 0, 
i2101+£22^2 = (p/ll, $¿13]. = <pl„„ <P2Ci2 = (pI,, ^ 2 = 0, # 2 ^ = 0 , <j»Aco = l, 
>//«>// = •//'//« = i///m, i/rA® = 1. 
Clearly, Q ^ J i & n ) , with H ^ I L ^ I I ^ I L . Let 
= 
be the canonical factorization of the bounded analytic function {E„, E,, $2(X)} into 
its outer factor {E„, g , <I>'2(X)} and inner factor Elt where $ is some 
auxiliary Hilbert space; cf. [4], Chapter V. By taking dim $ we can assume 
%=Ed; then 
&2<iJl{d, n) and <2>?€ <#(/, d). 
As is outer, <I>2Hl is dense in H\, and therefore <I\Hl= (¡>l<I>^Hl is dense 
in <I>2H*d. On the other hand we have, by (4.6), <P2H*z>$2Q2H?=(pHf. Therefore, 
(4.7) <P2H$zd<p°Hi (<p° is the inner factor of <p). 
On account of this inclusion, for every u^Hf there exists a »£ such that <P2v=(p°u; 
the map u defines an isometry W: Hf -+Hd which intertwines the natural unilateral 
shifts on these spaces, i.e. 
(4.8) SdW = WS,. 
This implies that Md\ cf [8], Theorem 5/6. 
The inclusion 
(4.9) <nm = = Hf 
shows that <I>2 is an isometry from H\ into H f , which obviously intertwines Sd and St 
in the reverse order, and therefore, 
Thus d=l, and hence $2£Jt{l,n), and Q2<P°£Mm, /). Therefore, 
both 
$ = r ! | a n d <T>" = Q2<J^\ 
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are in Ji(n, /i). Moreover, it easily follows from (4.6) that (4.1) holds true for $, $" 
in place of <Pa. Indeed, we have, e.g. 
fli +Q2 • =Qi +i22 =<•/)/„, 
= (#?)* • ^2^2 • = (#2°)* • <P • ^ = ? / „ etc. 
The rest of the argument is similar to the one in [2]. We regard Hft as the direct 
sum Hf„@Hf and set 9l=$Hf,+BHf„. Since we have 
$HS z> = (pHSzxpH*®0 and = A © {0} 3 (det B,) H?n © {0}, 
and since q> is prime to det B1, it follows from Beurling's theorem that 
From the fact that 91 includes <T>Hl={<P1u(B<P'2u: u£ H?} it now follows that 91 also 
includes {0}@$'2Hl, and hence, _ 
91 =>{0}©^. / 
Thus, 
Now, for the operator 2 associated with $ in the sense of (4.1) we have, by (4.4), 
X9)(A)=P%{D)'il, and hence the closure of the range of X equals i.e. §>(B), 
Thus % is a quasi-affinity. 
3. Applying Theorem 2 and the above results to the characteristic matrix function 
&£Ji(n, m) of a contraction Ton of class C.0, with defect indices 
dim [I—T*T)1,2§>]~ = m, dim [(I—TT*yl2§>]~ = n, 
where while and to the diagonal n/jn matrix formed by ek— 
— Sk(&) (k=1, ..., m), we conclude as in [8] and [2]: 
Theorem 3. The "Jordan operator" J=S(em)®...®S(e1)@Sl on §>j= 
=§ (em) ©...©$ (ei)®Hf (l=n—m) is completely injection-similar to T. More precisely, 
there exist injections 
Yi: - S 0 = 1,2) 
such that 
JX = XT, TYt = YtJ (r = 1,2), 
and the range of X is dense in while the ranges of Y1 and Y2 together span §>. 
The problem concerning uniqueness of the model can be dealt with as in [8]. 
Problems. 1. In [9], the existence of a unique quasi-similar Jordan model 
@S(mk) (mk inner, mk+1\mk, k=l, 2, ...) has been proved for every contraction k 
T£C0 with minimal function mT—m1. In the general case the relation of the func-
tions mk to the invariant factors of the characteristic matrix of T remains to be eluci-
dated. 
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2. It also remains to be investigated under which conditions Theorem 1 can 
be sharpened so that quasi-eqxiivalence is established to the diagonal matrix formed 
only by the invariant factors. 
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